Americans but as Jews. For Jews, it was always about Hitler, whereas for other GIs Pearl Harbor provided more motivation and inspired hatred of the enemy. Moreover, Jewish GIs' intense identification with and concern for Holocaust survivors was not shared by their fellow soldiers. And in light of the Holocaust, Jewish GI reactions to defeated Germans were complex, ranging from vengeance to compassion for the plight of individual Germans, while most soldiers soon developed sympathetic relations with the Germans. Throughout all of this, Jews learned to demand the rightful place they deserved as citizens. Rabbis tactfully but persistently fought for religious recognition and equality in the armed forces. Moore argues that Jews in combat demolished the stereotype of Jews as weaklings and cowards unable or unwilling to defend their country.
Military experience, Moore argues, also instilled confidence in these Jews as it taught them how to fight for their rights during and after the war. Moore contends further that this new activist, militant spirit led American Jewish veterans to identify with fighting Zionists in Palestine and thereafter the heroic military triumphs of Israelis. Some Jewish veterans involved themselves in the struggle against antisemitism and/or in the civil rights movement; others merely returned to the normalcy of busy private family lives and careers. But social progress could not be reversed. The relationship between Jews and their fellow Americans would never be the same again.
Despite its repetitive theme of "identity," this book' s scholarly contribution is limited. These biographical oral histories basically provide examples of what scholars have already concluded on most key issues. One can question whether fifteen oral histories, supplemented with memoirs, letters, and autobiographies of others, are a sufficient foundation for a study that claims to discover the identity transformation of an entire generation of American Jews with broad implications for the society as a whole. The author herself identifies so closely with her theme and her individual subjects that the required scholarly detachment is lacking. There does not appear to be any attempt to critically assess her sources, whether autobiographical or official government policy statements, which research has shown often bear little resemblance to the true attitudes or activities of the military. Moore conducted no research into military records. Neither does she address such controversial, complex, issues as Jews in combat systematically or in any depth. Providing examples of Jewish combat service and assuming that therefore the stereotype of the cowardly Jew disappeared from army thinking or the public mind is not adequate, considering the available archival evidence to the contrary. There are also inconsistencies. Throughout the work one receives the impression that major changes had been distinctly made in religious and social acceptance by 1945, whereas other statements and conclusions suggest that, though World War II was a watershed, such societal transformations the war set into motion would gradually be fulfilled in coming decades. And Moore overemphasizes wartime service as the cause of this great transformation at the expense of other factors occurring within American society generally, as well as the American Jewish community, resulting from mutually reinforcing societal and attitudinal changes coming out of the progressive Roosevelt era.
As illustrations of the wartime service of Jewish GIs, Moore' s book will enhance a popular audience' s understanding of Jewish-American culture and history. These soldiers deserved to have their story told. And as an oral historian, Moore tells it well. A systematic study of Jews in World War II based upon broad empirical data and examining significant issues beyond those of identity and other hallmarks of cultural studies is, however, yet to be written.
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